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Measurements have been made cf the yaw-dam@g derivative, n 
A.R.9 jet-flap ccm$ete model, 

SI' a*; 
using the free-oscillation technique. 

experimental apparatus and procedure are fullydescribtd, with the exception 
of the special air-bearing support system, which has been the subject of a 
previcus Repcrt. Results are given cf damping i,leasurements at wing 
incidence9 of Oc, qOc and 20' with jet-flap ccntrcl angles of Oc and 30" 
9,r-d a Cp range of 0 tC Lb.2. The effects cl: theSwing, fin, tailplane and 

fuselage'were measured, and it was found that the latter~ gave a large and 

unpredicted destabilising ccntributicn, while danping due to the fin was 
smaller'than the estimated value. Visual observations of the flew in the 

‘jet wake showed scme correlaticn with the measured effects. 

. 

T 

Ccqariscn cf the measured dsmping fcr the complete wing + fuselage 

mtiel with that estimated fcr the wing alcnc, assuming a full-span jet sheet, 

gave a deceptive measure of agreement, due mainly tc the uneqectedly large 

fuselage ccntribution. 

-- -- 
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I Il'7JRCDUCTION 

In recent years, models of V/STCL aircraft eznploying various forms of 

jet blowing to attain high lift have formed the subject of extensive wind- 

tunnel tests, but this has included little work on the measurement of dynamic 
derivatives, The airflow characteristics can be entirely different from 

those associated with more ocnventional designs, with the possibility of 
large amplitudes cf oscillation and important interference effects between 
the aircraft and associated engine jet efflux flows from the ,oscillating 
aircraft. A programme of model tests has started at R.A.E. to assess the 
validity of the application of quasi-steady treatments for derivative 

estimation on such configurations. An existing A.R.9 jet-flap complete model, 
which had already undergone extensive (conventional non-oscillatory) tests', 

was chosen for the initial experiments, largely because of the existence of 
elaborate theoretical treatments2 for jet flaps. Also, the similarity between 

the model and the Hunting ~126 research aircraft made the results useful, 
particularly for flight simulator studies, although the simplified fuselage 
shape was not representative of the aircraft and the aircraft fuselage jets 

were not simulated. 

The choice of the yaw-damping derivative no Jr (rotation about a fixed 

vertical axis) for measurement was influenced by various aerodynamic 
considerations. The main ccmponent cf ni, namely nr, was important because 

of the term evnr in the lateral stability determinant, particularly as 
unexpectedly large values of 4, had already been encountered'. ltioreover, 
the corresponding static derivative, nv, had exhibited strong dependence on 
the sweepback of the wing and jet, so that the effect of the jet sheet on the 
fuselage and fin contribution could not be predicted, with any certainty, 
for an oscillating model. Where feasible, the present dynamic measurements 
have been compared with quasi-steady estimates. 

The free-oscillation technique was adopted, not only besause of its 

inherent simplicity for the measurement of a single direct 'damping derivative 
but also because the aerodynamic damping effects could more readily be 
appreciated over a representative range of amplitudes. In fact, a direct 

visual appreciation of the significance of the results wds particularly valuable 

in the presence of the observed non-linear amplitude-dependent effects. 

Naturally, the requirements of a jet blowing model complicated the 

experimental techniques for derivative measurement. The model was sup-ported 

by an air-bearing assembly3, enclosed within the fuselage which incorporated 

b 

s- 
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the air connection for jet blowing, and was constrained by an arrangement of 
wires and springs. The method is basically suitable for use with other V/STOL 
wing-fuselage model arrangements. 

The tests were made between February 1961 and April 1962, mainly in the 
R.A.E. No.2 II& ft x 84 ft wind-tunnel, with a Reynolds number, R?, of 
0.32 

2 

x IO6 at the principal test speed of 70 ft/sec. 

TEST ARRANGEMWT 

\Yith use of the free-oscillation technique, the measured damping rates 
necessarily included contributions from the whole system, including the 
friction of the support bearings. If conventional mechanical bearings had been 
used, their friction could have contributed damping comparable with the expected 
aerodynamic damping. For this reason, and to facilitate the introduction of 
compressed air supplies for jet blowing, an air-bearing support system was 
adopted, having negligible friction. As discussed in Ref.3, a central bearing 
arrangement enclosed within the confines of the fuselage was chosen, rather 
than a nnrch larger one built into the base of the strut carrying the model. 

Principal details d? the model and the air-bearing assembly are given in 
Sections 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. The method of recording the model motion 

is discussed fully in Appendix A, which also contains details of electrical 
devices used to provide automatic checks cf the amplitude calibration and the 
internal damRing. 

2.1 Model details 

' The same wing, fin and tailplane were used as in the comprehensive steady 
tests of the aspect-ratio 9 jet-flap model. The wing was set at b" dihedral 

with a wing-body sngle cf 5' and an unswept control hinge line. The new 
hollow fuselage, constructed from fibre-glass and epoxy resin, was half-an-inch 
bigger all round then the original solid wood fuselage of Ref.1. 

The complete model is shown in Fig.1, together with a representative 
cross-secticn cf the wing. The latter, of composite construction, employed 
a thick, highly carribered secticn (INCA ,!&ZJ+) to delay L.E. separations at 
high lift coefficients. The jet sheet emerged from the blowing slot in a 
direction parallel tc the wing chord and impinged tangentially on the nose of 

the small, round-nosed, control surface. As in the previous tests, the slot 
width was tapered spsnwise in proportion tc the local wing chord to ensure a 
ccnstant sectional momentum coefficient. Since internal airflow variations, 
occurring as the model oscillated, affected the spenwise distribution of jet 
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efflux, a tube with regulating holes along its length hail to be inserted into 
each wing duct (see Fig.1). The area of the regulating holes was chosen to 

give choked conditions at the higher jet pressures. Because of the inclin- 

ation of the upper surface of the -control to the chord line, the effective 
jet-deflection angle (0) was some 200 more than the nominal control setting 

(q). Control settings of 0" and 30°, corresponding to jet angles of about 
1 2C0 and 500, were used in the present tests. 

I 
The wings were joined together by a pair of plates sustaining the wing 

T roct bending moments end determining the wing dihedral setting (Fig.3). At 

. its root, each wing carried a vertical side plate mounted on a spigot 
projecting from the outer body of the bearing, The spigcts incorporated 

ccncentric airfeed connections to the wing, with '0' ring seals to avoid air 
leaks. The wing incidence was preset by dowels jotiling mating hcles in the 
sideplates and the bearing body. The central wing assembly also supported 
the fuselage shell and the tailplane spar. 

For the measurement of wing d,amping in the absence of the fuselage*, 
the fuselage shells and tailspar were remcved and the bearing assembly was 
enclosed by a stationary fairing (Fig.2). Slots were provided in the fairing 
to enable the wing to oscillate over an amplitude range of ?6O. A plasticine 

fillet was fixed to each wing at its rcct, affording a small clearance from the 

f&ring, so that the slots in the latter were not unccvered as the wing 

oscillated. 

2.2 Air-bearing assembly 

The air-bearing assembly3, shown installed in the model in Fig.3, 
consisted essentially of an inncr component attached rigidly to the model 
support strut and an outer component moving with the model. Vertical forces 

due to the model weight 'and lift wer= L supported by two annular air-bearing 

surfaces located in,the drum-like her part of the~assenibly. Drag and 
;' 1 

sidefcrco were supporied by-two cylindrical bearings, 'one forming the periphery 
. 

of the drum and the other, of sm&&'d&netcr, located at the tc$ of the 

assembly above the wing blcwing duct entries. Pitching and rclling moments 

were sustained j&ntly~by all four bearings. In order to 3up~>oti the maximum 

loads estimated from-steady measurements, the bearing had to support a net _. 
vertical force (incl'uding model Weight) of 2150 lb and, simultanecusly, a . i 
combined drag an& pitcliing moment.l'oed equiva$nt to a.pitch+g*moment of 

'3Extension of the jet sheet across the fuselage cut-cut was net feasible with 
an internal air-bearing arrangement. 
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650 lb in. By careful adjustment of the bearing gaps, this load-carrying 

capacity was achieved 3.at the available supply pressure of 60 psig, with 
negligible internal damping. 

The bearing assembly was capable of transmitting 2 lb/set of air at 
40 psig to the wings withcut rany apprthable increase in its internal 

damping and without any throttling of the flow over an angular range of ~6~. 
A transducer was provided to measure the angle of rotaticm ($), in the form of 
a twin-ganged linear capacitor housed in the top of the bearing assembly. 

3 EXY3RI&~RTAL KEX'HOD 

The use of the free-oscillation technique is usually straight-forward 
and reliable, provided that the friction of the bearing support is low (see 
para.2.2 and Appendix A) and the restraining spring arrangement is satisfactory 
(see para.3.1). Considerable care was taken, with calibration checks included 
in the normal running procedure (see para.3.2), and a special arrangement was 
devised for some additicnal tests with the wing alone (see para.3.3). Howcvcr, 
not only were the observed aerodynamic damping effects strongly dependent on 
amplitude, but also there was some lack of repeatability, nith consequent 
effects on the feasible test accuracy (see para.3.4). 

3.1 Application of the fret-oscillation technique 

The mcdel support strut was bolted to a rigid structure below the, tunnel 
floor. Springs were attached to vertical beams bolted to the tunnel structure ,. 

on either side of the working section and connected by 21+ WG steel wires 
tc flexure hinges on the tail spar some 20 inches behind the pivot of the 
model. The flcxure hinges were fabricated from 0.006 inch shim soldered into 
end fittings. These flexures, which were more flexible than those produced 
by the normal methcd of machining from the solid, were quick and easy to 

manufacture, yet proved quite satisfactory in service. To prevent aerodynamically 
excited wire oscillations, the wires were screened from the mainstream air flow 

over most of their length by 1 inch diameter tubes (aig.6). A range of springs 
enabled periods of oscillation cf approximately I, 2 and 5 seconds to be 
obtained. 

The moment of inertia, C, of the model was determined by measuring its 

period of oscillation, with and withoti an additional mass on each wing tip, 

the weights having a known increment of inertia. C,, Thus, if T, is the period c, 
cf oscillation for mcdel + weights =and T is the corresponding value without 

weights, then 
C = c,T2/(Tf - T2) . 
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Fur tests without fin, a lead weight was added to maintain the same‘ 
total. moment of inertia, Because of space limitations, it was not readily 
possible to compensate for the absence of the tailplane in the same way and 
so both the moment of inertia and period of oscillation were slightly 
greater for the tests with a tailplane. 

i 3.2 Daily procedure 

Although the model was fitted with an automatic oheck of' the yaw angle 

t calibration (see Appendix A), a daily check of its accuracy was made. For 
this purpose, a pointer was attached to a wing tip moving over a scale fixed 
on a stand located by holes drilled in the tunnel floor. After an initial 
warming-up period, a trace of a few oscillations was taken to record the 

23' triggerjng points and the model was then held at scale positions of 

0°, + 3’ and -3' in turn. 

The wind-off damping due to the model and rig was determined from measure- 
ments of the time taken for model oscillations to damp from an amplitude of 

so to 22.2" (m, to T&). 

The normal running procedure was as follows:- 

(a) The blowing pressure corresponding to the desired value of C was 
E-c 

set. 

(b) The wind-tunnel speed was set at the prescribed value, and the spring 
attaohment bolts were adjusted to remove any yaw on the model* due to asymmetric 
thrust or aerodynamic moment. 

(c) With positive damping, the model was manually forced by pulling 
cyclically on one of the wire/spring junctions until the amplitude was greater 
than +6o, when the model was carefully released and the recorder started*'$. 
The run was continued until the oscillaticns had demped out completely or had 
reached a small, steady, residual amplitude (usually not more than +l"). 

(d) For conditions of near-zero damping, representative traces were 
obtained at several amplitudes. 

*The effect of small asynmetries of thrust were quite considerable for the 
model without fin with the weak springs fitted (T ~'5 set), and prkided a 
lower lim+t to the strength of springs that could be used. In fact, it would 
have been preferable to increase the moment of inertia, rather than reduce 
the spring strength, in order to attain very law frequencies of oscillation, 

G"kThe alternative method of pulling the model 6O to one side and releasing it 
was found to cause unacceptable spring vibrations, which prevented accurate 
trace measurements until. an appreciably lower amplitude had been attained. 
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(e) In the presence of negative damping, the model was released from rest 
at zero yaw and the'ensuing motion observed within the available amplitude range. 

Each run was repeated at least once, de-pending on the type of motion. 
Often, several repetitions were necessary because of aerodynamic difficulties 
associated with the model behaviour (see Section 3.4). 

3.3 Wing-alone tests 

The measurement technique employed for wing-alone tests was identical, 
except that the springs were attached much closer to the pivot axis and in 
front of the wing. Thus, much greater spring strengths were required for the 
same period of oscillation as before, and the minimum practicable period was 
4 seconds. 

As described in para,2.1, the structure at the centre of the model was 

enclosed within a stationary container, with slots cut in it to allav for the 
passage of the wires to the springs and to enable the wing to oscillate. As 
these slots had to be as small as possible, they were made just big enough 
to allow an amplitude of 56' although accurate trace measurements was limited 
to a rather smaller amplitude. Due to lack of space, the automatic amplitude 
calibration equipment was remcvcd, but the "bearing freedom" circuit was 

retained (see Appendix A). 

3.4 Model behaviour and test accuracy 

A cautious approach to the analysis and presentation of the results was 
adopted, because of the amount of scatter and the general nature of the test 

behaviour. Comparison of the results for different model configurations (e.g. 
fin-on versus fin-off) shmfed that the basic accuracy was reasonable, 

particularly when the aerodynamic damping was pronounced, However, in addition 

to som lack of repeatability from one run to another, variations in damping 
were cften encountered in a particular run (see Fig.7). Furthermore, the 
damping rate clearly depended on amplitude. This feature was particularly 
evident if the aerodynamic damping was low, when positive damping at large 
amplitudes was accompanied by reduced, or even negative damping at the lower 

amplitudes. A long-period disturbance was sometimes observed which, under 

such conditions, led to a regular build-u? and decay cf amplitude. Precise 
determination of the damping rate at a particular amplitude was then difficult 
and variations between individual results were inevitable. 

The frequency of the long-period disturbance suggested the possibility 

of self-excitation due to small amplitude flow disturbances persisting around 

1- 
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the tunnel return circuit. However, no evidence cf this was found from measure- 

ments of yaw fluctuations ahead of' the model, It was therefore concluded . 

that the non-linear-effects were associated directly,with the flow around the 
model, rather than the time history of the tunnel mainstream. 

ch 

The values of nt were derived frcm trace records for a restricted 
amplitude range cf 60 to 4', where the effects of the non-linearities were 

less ncticeable. In addition to the individual results., the overall distribution 
of results has been indicated using shaded areas, as well as mean curves. 

?i Despite rescrvaticns as to the accuracy of individual results, the trends of 
the mean curves are well substantiated. Regarding extrapolation to full-scale 
conditions, Reynolds nuniber effects seem likely, particularly in view of the 
importance cf the fuselage contributicn. 

4 TEST RESULI'S 

4.1 Preliminary test3 

The first series of tests, in the R.A.E. No.1 11; ft x 8;- ft wind-tunnel 

was exploratcry in nature. Scme very high values of damping v[ere measured, 
which were later attributed to overloading of the air-bearing; as a consequence, 

the electrical indication of bc?ring friction mentioned in Appendix A was. 
incorporated. Little effect was found on changing the quality of the tunnel 

airstream, by removing the tunnel hcncycomb which was present for meat of these 

initial tests (Fig,&). However, it was decided that the No.2 II& ft x 86 ft 

wind-tunnel, which has a lower turbulence level and longer return circuit, 

should be used for the remaining tests. The second test series was curtailed 

by equipment faults, wit‘n little time for actual measurements. However, the 

effect of the main parameters was explored and it vias ccnfirmed that the more 

extreme damping rates measured in the first tests where erroneous. The results 

of these pr&.minary t&i; in gerieral, 'w&e.bcnfirnied~(see Fig.8) by the 

main series-'of, t~s~~'diss~sed~in-the-next sqction. I. , 8' 

I ' , . _.' 

A range *of blowing prcss&cs wa, used in-the main tests, which:covered .f 
CP-ranges of C,tc k_.,2, C tc, 2:;. and C.to O&3 at tunnel speeds of 50, 70 and 
140 ft/sec respectively. Pa~ic,U?;~r~;13~at.'~hd~:h~gincgt~~.~~~~~,.the-C '-ralge was 

. I .-':..,-r'ci L.,", v L. ' . : ',.‘Z 
limited at times by deterioration in the load capacity of the air-be&ring. For 

most of the tests, a period of oscillation, T, of 2 seconds was employed, with 

variation between 1 and 5 seconds in specific cases. As explained in para.3.2 
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and para. 3.4, the values of ng have been derived for an amplitude range of 6O to 
$ 

4O. 

With the basic wing-fuselage model*, tests were made at 4~ = 00, IO" and 

20' fcr control angles of O" and 30 O, both with and without the fin; the effect 

of adding the tailplane to the fin was also determined (see Section L&.2.2.). 
Some additional tests, at aw = O", with a dorsal fin and with a fuselage spoiler 

are described in Section 4.2.3. 

Tests of the wing alone (see Section 4.2.4), with the usual control angles 
of O" and 300, were limited to aw = O". As the maximum practicable time period 

was 4 seconds (see Section 3.3), the required CP range was cbtained with the 
prescribed frequency parameter range by using an additional test speed of 
30 ft/sec. 

Some visual studies of the flow field through which the fuselage and fin 
moved were also attempted, together with scme measurements of the static 
pressure variations on the side of the fuselage and the fin (see Section 4.2.5). 

4.2.2 Basic wing .t fuselage model 

The influence of the frequency parameter, w(= Xb/TV,), on the variation 

of n$ xith CP for V, = 70 ft/sec, is shown in Fig.9. In view of the comparative 

insensitivity to this parameter*:, the systematic tests (see Figs.lO-12) were 

made at T,, = 2 seconds, with variation of CP by jet pressure ratio and Vo. 

The wing Reynolds number, although low, had no apparent effect over the range 

tested (0.23 x IO6 to 0.64 x 106). 

For T-J = o" (0 c 200), n* did not vary appreciably with CP but tended to 
* 

become more negative (increased damping) on increase of wing incidence (Figs.lOa, 

l-la and 12a). The fin contribution to n$ at q = O" decreased gradually with 
increase in CIA but was not sensitive to S, (see Section 5.2 and T'igs.33, and 21a). 

For q = 30° (6 c 500), however, the variations of n,i, with CP were more 

co@icated (Figs.lOb, Ilb and 12b). As CP was increased from zero to the value 
for attachment of abcut 0.1, there was a sharp decrease in the damping rate as 

*vnless cthexwise stated, it should be assumed that the text and figures refer to L 
this configuration. 

;'%'or jet-blowing models, it is arguable that the frequency parameter should be 
based on VJ rather than Vo; in the present case, it is clear that the alterna- 
tive parameter is also of nc great significance. 
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the flow over the flaps became fully attached. With further increase in Cp, 

there was a gradual increase in dsmping except at CP ti 2, where there was a 
further sudden decrease, particularly when aJv = IO'. The fin contribution for 

-r-l = 300 was generally much smaller than at q = O", and became negligible at 

%f = 20' (see Pigs.13 and 21b). 

Some increase in the magnitude of the fin contribution would be eqected 
on addition of the tailplane, as a result of increased fin effectiveness. 
However, some test s of the effect of the tailplene$' did not show a consistent 

effect on the fin contribution to I$, except, possibly, at CP = 0 (see Fig.13). 

4.2.3 The effect of a dorsal fin and a fuselage spoiler 

Often the trace records showed a well-defined superimposed long-period 
disturbance (see Section 3.4). A similar .-tendency for cyclic variations of 

damping rate was found in previous oscillatory tests on a model of the 

Meteor 1114, oorresponding to "snaking" of the aircraft. In that case, it was 

found that a "rope" spoiler around the nose of the model effectively eliminated 

such behaviour. A similar device fitted to the present model had no significant 
effect on the linearity cf damping although increasing the damping rate slightly 
at low values of CP (Pig.14). 

A dorsal fin, as fitted tc the !-Iunting HI 26 aircraft, was found to cause 

a slight reduction in damping (Fig.l4), which can be compared with the 

destabilising effect cf the fuselage itself (see next section). 

4.2.4 The effect of the fuselage 

As a result of the tests of the basic wing + fuselage model, it was decided 

to attempt tests of the wing alone. It was, of course, appreciated that the 
test arrangement was far from ideal, not only because of the necessity for a 
stationary fairing, but also because of the part-span naturd of the jet efflux. 
With the wing alone,; there was considerable scatter at the higher CP-values 
(see Yig.15)., apparentlydue to the overall changes in dsmping rate rather than L . . . 
non-linearity, as encountered with the basic wing ifuselage model. Althcugh 

-there was possibly some evidence that a decrease in the damping rate still ' "* ,*- w.4" - -- __ _ _ ._. 
acccmpsnied fl~~.a~ta~~nt,cvc~~e-con~r~~s-at‘-7)-~~. 300; 'there-was-no-sign 

of the second de'crease~at'C 

of the fuseiage; '.",.. 
5 

ss,-2..observed at this control arigle in the presence 

: . d . ' -. .a . CC! P ( 1 .L-- . j , , * ,> 
Coqmis& b&f,-&&& '&~"-r~~~~~& &"'f,-li&:b&~f&~ tests~:;uld*the whg7alone 

tests (Pig.16) shcws not only that the fuselage contribution was destabilising, 

-*At tailplane sett'ings chcsen to give CL f 0. 
tail 
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but also that it was comparable with the stabilising fin contribution (Figs.21 
and 22). 

4.2.5 General discussion 

Conventional. estimates of the fuselage damping contribution, based on 

fuselage side area considerations, predict a small, stabilising contribution 
in contrast to that measured in the present experiments. Further, the present 
results for C 

P 
2 2 with rl = 30°, aw = O" end IO0 Y strongly suggested &mpt e 

flow changes in the airflow around the basic model. The previous static 
stability tests had shown rather similar effects on nv, when the wing sweepback 
was increased by IO0 so that the jet sheet and trailing-vortex system were in 
close proximity to the sides of the fuselage. In order to obtain further 
understanding of the nature of the interaction for the oscillating model, the 
behaviour of the trailing vortices originating in the wing root junction was 
studied by trailing streamers, carrying small plastic discs at frequent 
intervals, and surface tufts were attached to the rear fuselage. 

At rl = 30°, aw = O”, the inboard vortices stayed along wind at low values 

of $' but oscillated with the model at CP-values above 1.0, with a fairly 
abrupt transition. At 7-i = 30°, aw = lo@, the flow change occurred at CP c 1.7 

but was less clearly defined. On the other hand, with 7) = 00, the vortices 

oscillated with the model throughout the CC,-range. 

The fuselage tufts showed areas of flow separation* and downwash changes + 
on the rear fuselage which varied in extent as the model oscillated, Generally, 

the area of separation on the "leeward" side was greater. At CP = 0, marked 

downwash changes occurred on the fuselage sides during oscillation, asscciated 
with the relative movements of the wing-root vortices. 

The strength of the wing-root vortices, as well as the tip vortices, is 

much increased at the high CL-values associated with a jet flap wing. Moreover, 
calculations by Thomas2 show that the distance behind the wing, d, at which 

the rolling-up of the jet sheet is essentially complete, is given by 

. 

*To ascertain whether such separations were primarily due to the wing and jet, 
or to strut interference, the fuselage was mounted separately on wire, with 
a simulated dumny strut. The effects of the strut were shown to be limited 
to the area of the fuselage immediately behind it, thus confirming that the 
major separated areas on the fuselage were due towing and jet wake effects. 
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d K* 
b =q (I-Acre IF> is a constant depending 

on the planform) 
= 0.28-A 

3, 
for elliptic loading 

Thus, as the lift coefficient is increased, the rolling-up process is 
f completed more rapidly and strong vortices in the neighbourhood of the rear 

fuselage must be expected. The daxrptig contribution from the fuselage and fin 

5 might reasonably be expected to depend greatly on the relative strength, 
orientation and stability of these vortices. 

To assist further understanding, the variation in static pressure 

differential between points on either side of the rear fuselage was measured 
by a capacitive pressure transducer, connected to the trace recorder to allow 
direct correlation with the angle of yaw. Although surface pressure variations 

were conf'irmed, it was not found possible to obtain regular curve3 with cyclic 
- variations suitable for quantitative analysis, SMlar measurements at the 

maximum thickness position of the fin were more successful and showed 
sinusoidal variaticns, w-i.th a phase relationship of the correct sign. However 

the magnitude of the phase difference was rather large in comparison with the 
ta 

measured fin-damping contribution, SoLme form of integraticn of the out-of-phase 

static pressure component would seem necessary to achieve a reasonably accurate 
.* correlation, 

5.4 Method of estimation 

The derivative, n' 
4f' 

measured by oscill&ing a model about a fixed, vertical 

wind &s, is mde up of two corqonents, 

n 
?f 

= n,-n+ ( > I 

where n, is the yawing moment due to rate cf yaw (nr = aCn/a(rb/2Vo)) cctnd n; 

is the ya~tig moment due to acceleration ti sideslip (n+ = azn/a(;b/2Vo)), 

l nr is ccmposed cf contributions f rem the wing, fuselage 8nd fin, while n; is 
largely due to the fin only. ti practice, the fuselage contribution to nr is 

generally igncrcd as being negligible, even though an empirical analysis by, I 
Pin&e> has shown that the fuselage contribution is often comparable to that 

of the fin. Unfortunately, this method predicts a negative contribution to 

"r" 
a& did not seem applicable to this pLarticular aerodynamic configuratim. 
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Hence, the estimated vCalue of no was derived igncring the fuse&e 

conttibuticn to n I?' 
i.c., 

n = 
$ l (2) 

5.1.1 Zsttinaticn of (n ) 
l?W 

h 
The contribution (I& 

Rc& fcr a jet flap v&-q. 

a fuselage, and is baxd on 

curved, trailkg vertices. 

( > n 
rW 

has been calculated uskg the methcx3 of Thcmas and 

This assuMes a full-span jet sheet, uninterrupted by 
qumi-steady flcxl ccnditions with straight, 

'fhf3-h ("J, is given by the relaticn 

z (nr)i + Cnr)O 3 

where the induced drag cuntributicn, 

a& the profile drag ccntributicn, 

and not - 

(3) 
+ 

5J.2 Estimaticn of (n 

The effective flay dircctiorz at the fti in sideslip may be regarded as the 

sun cf the corqmcnts due to the sidcwash, the rate cf change of sidavash with 

time, and steady rate of yaw, 

Then 

. 

P eff = p + (a0jap)p - (aa/aP) (ap/at)l; - r 4f/vo (6) 

where ?; is the time lag arising from the distE;noe between the w5ng and fin, 
and so may be qproximatcd by z = &f/V,. 

The yatig mcment due to the fti 5.s 

N f = 
and the yawing manent ccefficient, (C,)f, is 
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The associated derivatives may be obtatiled by partial. dif'ferentiatian 

( 1) %f = ( "r- %)f m 

On eliminating (a~/sp) 5n terns of (nv)f, which may be obtained from wind- 
L 

tunnel measurements, the expressicn for@) reduces to 
$f 

( ) nm = 
$f -q/a (qQ2 bj>f + 2bJf (e,/b) l 02) 

5.2 Cc~rison between estimates and experimental r_esults 

_ The estated value of ni for the ccx@ete mcde'l, both vgith and vqithout 
the fin, is compared with the distribution of measured vehes fcr the basic 
wing: + fuselage model in Figs.17~19, The results without the f'in are 
aurmarised k~ Fig.20, including measurements on the isolated wing, In these 1 
comparimns) it must be remembered that the theory does not make any aU.atvmce 
for the discontinuous jet sheet or the fuselage, Nevertheless, there is some 
measure of broth agreement, with the exception cf the case r] = 30*, a, = loo, 

cp 3 2. However, in view of the apparent size of the fuselage contribution 
(see Section 1k,2.&), such agreep!nt between the e&mates and the basic (wing _ - 
+ fuselage) modcl~~culd appear to be quite fortuitous. As an alternative, a 

comparison may be made with the kng-alone results (IUg.20). In this case, 

the agreement is tolerable only at high CL-values <and r = 300. But the theory 
is not necessarily invaltiated, in vio;f of tho presence of a centr& fairing 

a& the diseontinucus nature of the jet she&. 

To a1Z.w a reliable comparison with the present theory, there appears to 
be no &ternative to further tests on the wing-axons modified to provide a 
full-span jet sheet. Cbvjously, an extensicn ta the thecry, to allow for 

the effect of a part-span jet sheet md a fuselage, is desirable to facilitate 

est*5mates for practical aircraft configurations. 



The need for further theoretical treatments 5s confirmed by the 
compar~sun between measured and estimted fin ccmtributions (see Fig.21). 
Although fair wreement was obtained at 71 = 0°, the measured contributions 
at v = 30’ were much smaller than the estim.ates* 

In view of the size of the fuselage contribution and the nature of the 
jet sheet-fuselage interactions, same care is advisable when considering 
applications of the present results to the Hunt- HI26 jet flap research . 
akcraft, which has fuselage side jets as we31 as a rat&r different fusekge 
shape. There is, of c-se, the additional possibility of significat Reynolds 
nIxnber effects* In view of the probable sensitivity to aircraft layout, the 
likely accuracy of present theoretical treatments for the fuselage and fin 

contdxdhns seems to be rather limited, and some recourse to experiment is 
needed at this stage, 

Measurements of the damping derivative in yaw, n 
SI 

1 have been mde on a 
jet-flap wing-fuselage model by the free-oscfllation technique, using an 
internal air-bearing support arrangement. Damping characteristics were 
measured at v+ng incidences of O", IO0 and 20° witi jet-flap control an@es 

of O0 and 30* and a CP-range of 0 to 4.2. The effects of the wing, fin tatl- 
plane and fuselage were obtained, and it was found that the latter gave a 

large and unpredicted destabilising contribution, while &ping due to the fin 
was smaller than the estimated value. The aerodynamic damping effects were 
strongly dependent on amplitude, with some lack of repatability* 

The authors are grateful to Hunting Aircraft Ljmited, for providing 
assistance with the analysis of the test results. 
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Appendix A 

The signal from an F.M. oscillator, modulated by the capacitance 
variations of the yaw transducer, was amplified and then fed into a discriminu- 

tor. The voltage output was directly proportional to the change in 
capsoitance of the transducer from its mean pcsition, and hence varied 
linearly with the angular displacement of the model. The output was applied 
to one channel of an ultra-violet trace recorder (Fig.&). 

Although the equipment generally maintained its calibration, on one 
occasion in early tests the calibration suddenly changed and then reverted 
to its original value. Subsequently, a second channel on the trace recorder 
was used to provide a combined check of changes in instrument calibration and 
internal friction. Pig.4 shows the arrangement of circuit components and 
Fig.3 illustrates the installation of the calibration equipment itl the model. 
Bearing overload was detected by measuring the electrical resistance between 
the moving and static components of the bearing. This resistance, which was 
virtually infinite when the bearing was floating freely, fell to a very low 
value whenever metallic contact occurred. The bearing resistance was recorded 
by the second channel in the trace recorder through a resistance (R,) . 
from a I.9 battery, which deflected the trace from its "zero" position at 
A (Fig.5) to B. The bearing was ccnnected across the recorder input so that 
contact.between the bearing surfaces short-circuited the recorder galvanometer, 
causing the trace to return to A. A continuous record was thus provided of 
the state of freedom of the bearing. 

Automatic calibration checks were effected by recording the instant 
at which the model passed through points nominally at 230 yaw. Fig.3 shows 
the two sensing units, each of which consisted of a metal block containing a ISV 
bulb and a photo-transistor connected by a l/16 inch diameter hole, The units 

+ were spaced at -3 o to the horizontal axis on a plate fixed to the stationary 
part of the bearing, with a shutter, which had a narrow vertical aperture at 
its centre, attached to the moving component (see Figs.3 and I,.). As the 
model oscillated thrcugh a half cycle, the appropriate photo-transistor provided 

two current pulses as the aperture passed first one way, and then the other, 
through the 3' point. To eliminate the second pulse of each pair, the outputs 
from the two photo-transistors were amplified and connected to the inputs of 
a bistable circuit ccntrolling a relay, x. From each positive excursion of' 

I# through +j" to each negative excursion through -3O, the relay switched a high 
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resistance into the electrical circuit between the bearing faces, causing a 
step in the "bearing-freedom" trace (e.g., B to C, Pig.5). Thus the time 
instants at which the trace steps occurred corresponded to the passage of the 
model thro;gh +3O yaw. 

C 

. 



Vith a freely-pivcted rmdel ccnstrajlled by springs and executing an 

expmentially-damped harmnic mticn, then 

. $(t) = JceN$t'2cccs (tit/T) . 

Vith the peak amplitude envelope defined by 

so that 

H: 
w 

In ncn-dinoensional fcrm, 

ni v 

‘;(t) =: vceNQ/2C 

= 2c cqlcg v(t)/?% . 

2 "+q d/&pVc5b2) ‘ 
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SYMSCLS 

(a.r)f fin lift-curve slope 

A wing aspect ratio 
b wing span 

C moment of inertia cf mcdel about yaw axis 

c1 known increment of inertia s&led to model 

C Do wing profile drag coefficient = Do/gcS 

% rolling moment coefficient = C/no Sb 

CL lift ccefficient = L/q. S 

% tctal lift coefficient 

CL, lift coefficient of infinite span wing 

G-l yawing momeht coefficient = N/q, bS 

% 
jet momentum coefficient = kiJ V/9, S 

d distance behind wing at which rclling-up of vortex sheet is complete 

%f fin arm 

e, rate of change of rclling moment coefficient with sideslip = ace/a@ 

measured mass-flow rate 

yawing moment derivative due tc yawing = ac,/a rb 
(FT? 

(nr)f increment of nr due to fk cnc tailplane) 

(4i the part of nr due tc induced drag 

brj o the part cf nr due to profile drag 

Kay increment of nr due to the wing 

nv rate ~4' change of yawing moment with sideslip = dC,/dp 

ns rate of change of yawing mcment with rate of sideslip = aCna> 

b-q& increment of n+ due tc fin (no tail-plane) 

“\t yawing moment derivative due to yawing abcut a fixed wind axis = (nr - n+) 4 

$Jf increment CX n+ due tc fin 

*r dimensicnal yawing moment derivative due to yavring = aN/ar 

'*r)f increment of Nr due to fin 

Nit dimensional yawing moment derivative about a fixed axis 

s, mainstream dynamic head 

. 
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r 

s 

Sf 
t 

T 

*1 

V 

Vo 

3 

% 

P 
rl 

8 

rate of yaw 
gross wirlg area 
fin area 
time for arqlitude cS 

period of cscillation 
period cf osoillation 

sideslip velocity 
mainstream speed 

jet speed 

ring incidence 

angle cl? sideslip 

SYI!Q3OLS (CONTD.) 

oscillations to decay from q to i$ 
0 

of model 

cf model nith additicnsl mcment of inertia, C, 

angle of deflcc.tion cf jet flap control 

effective jet deflection angle 

af+.Jde, a functi3 of C or;ly 
1-I 

acb/aa, a function cf C only 
P 

angle of sidcwash at fin 

time lag of mainstream flow between wing and fin 
angle cf yaw 

initial amplitude cf oscillations (t = 0) 

angle cf yes-~ cci?er time, t 

axr@itude of cscillation after time, t 

reduced frequency parameter = nb/TVo 
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unpredioted destabilising contribution, while damping due to the fin VEM 
smaller than the estimated value. Visual observations 0r the ri0w in the 
jet wke shomd some correlation wfth the measured erfects. 

Comparison ot the measured damping ror tlm complete wing + ruselage model 
with that estimated for the wing-alone, assuming a full-span jet sheet, gave 
a deceptive measure of agreement, due nmfn.ly to tha unexpectedly large 
ruselage contribution. 

unpredicted destabilising contribution, while damping due to ths fin was unpredicted destabilising contribution, while damping due to the fin RAS 
smaller than the estimated value. Visual observations 0r the ri0w in the smaller than the estimated value. Vi~plal observations or the ri0w in the 
jet wake showed some correlation with the measured erreots. jet wke showed some correlation with the measured effects. 

Car-arisen or the measured damping ror the oomplete wing + fuselage model Comparison or the measured damping ror the ccmplete wing + fuselage model 
with that estimated for the wing-alone, assuming a full-sFan jet sheet, gave with t&t estimated ror the wing-alone, assuming a full-span jet &met, gave 
a deceptive measure of agreement, due mainly to the unexpectedly large a deceptive measure of agreemnt, due mainly to the unexpectedly large 
fuselage contribution. ruselage contribution. 
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